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Thursday, Oetober 5, 1967

V.7/h>.t3

VC Speakers Booed Down
MONTREAL (CUP-CPS) Three students representing the
N a t i o n a I Liberation Front
(NLF) of VietNam were roundIy hissed and booed down as they
attempted to address a crowd of
900 rowdy students in .1\-Iontreal
Sept. 28.
The speakers were workers in
the student section of the NLF,
which is the political arm of the
Viet Gong.
Sponsored by the Union Generale des Etudiants du Quebec
(UGEQ) on a two-week speaking
tour of Quebec, the students made
their first public appearance before an overflow crowd at Sir
George Williams University.
Crowd Starts Early
The crowd· was antagonistic
from the moment the student
speakers entered the hall.
After unsuccessfully trying to
explain their view of the war, the
trio were forced to cancel a scheduled question period.
At a press conference at Dorval Airport Lyuan Sou, the group
spokesman, said their primary
purpose in coming to Quebec was
to explain the situation in Viet
Nam.
The Sir George crowd wouldn't
listen.

NEWLY APPOINTED Navy ROTC officers are (from left) Ross
MacAskill, midshipman and batt,alion commander; Paul Horn Jr.,
midshipman and battalion executive officer; and William Nyland,
midshipman and battalion operations officer. Navy ROTC will hold
a Navy Day Tuesday, Oct. 24, with Brig. Gen. Sawyer of the U.S.
Marine Corps reviewing officer. This year there are between. 230
and 240 men in Navy ROTC.

Fourth Speaker A n n 0 U n c e d.
For Newma·n Forum Se aS 0 n

The first lecture of the 1967-68
season of the Newman Forum
will be Oct. 11, and the fourth lecturer for the series has just been
announced.
The fourth speaker is Dr. James
E. McDonald, professor of meteorology at the University of Arizona, Tucson, who will appear in
the UNM Concert Hall Nov. 28.
Dr. McDonald will speak on
"UFO's, A Major Scientific Mystery."
As announced earlier, first
speaker of the Newman Forum
will be the Rev. Malcolm Boyd,
an Episcopalian minister who has
taken his preachings into California nightclubs. His book of
contemporary prayers, "Are You

Running With Me, Jesus?" has
received wide circulation.
Following the Rev. Boyd and
Mr. McDonald will be John Bennett, president of Union Theological Seminary in New York,
who will discuss the "Morality of
Nuclear Weapons" Jan. 19.
Saul Alinsky, director of the
Industrial Areas Foundation, will
speak April 25 on studies of social problems.

The January lecture will be
given in the Union Ballroom
while the other three will be in
the Concert Hall of the Fine Arts
Center.
The lectures are open to university students and to the general public without charge. Financial support from Forum members, a voluntary civic organization association, makes the lecture series possible.

Lyuan Sou said, "We are a
;;mall countrY, smaller tha~ the
state of Florida and no bJgger
than Vancouver Island. For 4000
years we have been in constant
struggle. We have waged wars
against invaders to defend our
rights to peace and freedom and
}
.1appmess. "
He explained that in recent
years the wars have involved first
the french, then the Americans,
and he offered a catalogue of the
atrocities of the war in VietNam.
Commends Objectors
"We are just a small people
who are being killed by bombs,
whose women are being violated,
and whose homes are being destroyed. We admire the American
students who now bravely pronounce themselves aganst this injustice.''
"Long live the friendships of
our people," he said.
UGEQ president Pierre Le
Francois said Quebec students
support the struggle of the NLF.
Sir George External Vice-President Jean Sicotte said of the disturbances created by the students: "Freedom of speech is a

.

Chess Team Sweeps
State Championship
The UNM chess team composed
of Andrew Schone, Thomas
Hleldt, David Brookreson, Dan
Susco, and Paul Sands won all
four matclies at the first New
Mexico State Chess Association
team championship last Saturday.
The match was held at the library of New Mexico Tech at
Socorro and seven teams. representing several cities participated.
pated.
New Mexico has a "real, real
strong team" said Bob Cooke of
the Union. Anyone interested in
playing should contact Cooke at
the Union or caU 277-4506.

b~sic right in a ~emocratic socJet;v. Student~ at ~~r George have
demed that r1ght m the name of
democracy,"
"I am ashamed," he said.
The other members of the group
are Ngeum Ngok Eung and Le
May. All three said they were students before the war.

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

Zimmerman Field tO~"'. osl
Dawn -to-Dusk Love Affair

The year of the

'

YAMAHA

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ... 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes .•. for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISmG RATES:

TRE COLLEGE INN stiD has some accommodations available. 20 meals a week
maid It linen eervice, color TV, swim!
ming poaJ. laundry facilities, private
parking, walldng distance to campns,
Moderately Priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone

6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 255-0237

CHAPARRAL SUE HALL goes mobile to remind students that today is the last day to have individual pictures made for The Mirage,
UNM's yearbook, The pictures are being taken in the northeast corner of the Union until 7 tonight. The cost f01: one print for The Mirage and one 2" by 3'' print for the student is $1.50 with a student ID.
card. (UNM Photo)
·

present

THE OCTOBER PARADE OF ENTERTAINMENT
The Fiery Duo
The Darlings of the Frisco Rooftops

24.3-288L

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursdny. E & E
1n>ewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
24.3.0588.
FOR SALE
1956 RAMBLER Metropolitan, running
condition. $150. Call after 5 P.m. phone
no, 268-4906. 9/27, 28, 29; 10/2.
OLDS Recording Trumpet. ExceDent condition. Will seD at half price. After 3 :30
p.m. caD 255-7178. 10/2, 4, 5, 6.
USED U.S. :Marine Corps officers uniforms fit 5'10", 170 lbs. Reasonable.
Good condition. Tues. & Thurs. evenings
265·1318. 9/30; 10/2, 4, G.

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY . POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. It we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
FORitENT
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS for
rent. 15th 4 Central SW. 10/-2 wks.
LOST
1967 CLASS Ring Joet Sat. Sept. ~0 at
or near the Newman Center. Ring has
N in center of ruby atol!e and lnitlall
G~ 1 B•. Reward offered. Phol!e 877·5838.
10,4,
6, 6, D.
.MISCELLANEOUS
"DATE Applicatlon with an Eligible
llaehelor" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00, ltoY81
Enterprlzes, Box 1602, Santa Fe, N •.ll.
87501
WANTED:
WANT to rent a tape recorder for two
weeki. Variable 1Jieed 5 Inch reel. Call
842-11614, during day, 10/2, 4, &, 6.
WANTED
WANTED: Uted weight llttlng aet, at
leaat l26 lbs. CaD Steve, 266-9182.

Margot

Fonteyn

Rudolph

Nureyev

Year's First

SWAN LAKE
Ballet
with Vienna State Orchestra
and Corps de Ballet

THURS., & FRI., OCT. 5, 6-7:00 & 9:00 pm
Admission by Performing Arts Subscription
or Adults $2.00 UNM STUDENTS $1.00

WAIT UNTIL DARK
MON., OCT. 16th-8:15pm
Admission-Theater Series Subscription or
Reserved Seats-$5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50

UNM STUDENTS % PRICE

Giant SIN-IN and WITCH. WATCH
All Hallows Eve., Tues., Oct. 31-7:00 and 9:00p.m.

SINS of the FLESHAPOIDS

From the Underground Film Crypt

and assorted live(?) entertainment
Admission: Adults $1.50-UNM STUDENTS $1.00
NO CHILDREN PLEASE
t. •, ••

Tickets' To All Events Now Available at Box Office

The first series of non-credit
language classes will begin Oct.
12 at UNM's new International
Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
Classes will be offered in beginning Greek, Japanese, and
Swedish with emphasis on basic
conversational skills for the traveler.
Enrollment Limited
Class enrollments will be limited to enhance an intimate learning atmosphere and permit increased class participation, said
I-Center coordinator John Bakas.
The classes will be taught two
hours weekly for six weeks
(through Nov. 23) at the Center.
A $5 tuition fee will be collected
at registration, slated for Wednesday, Oct. 11, from 4 to 9 p.m.
Athenian to Teach Greek
Bakas said that class hours
will be assigned at registration.
The Greek classes will be
taught by Sophia Morgan of

_o_n_e._in_t_e_re_s_te_d_I_·s_i::n::vi_t=ed==to==att==en=d=.===A=t=h=en=s='=a=g=ra=d=u=a=te=s=t=u=de=n=t;;;:;:o;;n

·in

one performance only

The Pre-Med Society will meet
on Thursday, Oct. 12, at 8 p.m. in
Room 231-B of the Union. Any-

Wi II Be 1-1 eId 0 n 0 ct. 19 .

PHYLLIS KIRK
Alfred Knott's Super-Thriller Hit

The

Ezekiel Mphahlele, an African
writer, will speak tonight at 8
p.m. in the Kiva.
·
f
Mpbahlele is the edltor o
"African w~·iting Today," and
has written two books, "African
Image," and an autobiography,
"Down Second Avenue." His short
stories are collected in a book,
"The L1'v1'ng and the Dead."
He has worked on the staff of
the Drum magazine and taught
English at the University College
of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is now
teaching English at the University of Denver.
A reception for Mphahlele will
be held at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the
International Center.

PrewMed Society

l-lonors Forum Discussion

TV Star of Thin Man Series

in an all new, full-length, full color film

In Languages Planned

ToSpeakTonight

MOTORCYCLE SALES

4. line ad., 65¢--4. times, $2.00. Insertions

ROOM&BOARD

~

~;;0; ~;hahlele Non - Credit Courses

BOBBY J'S

and
The Cultural Program Committee-Associated Students

mtlllt be submitted by noon on day before
Publication to Room 169, Student Publicationa Buildiog, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

... ...
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By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
There is no official sponsor for department to use Zimmerman
the
Love-In artd that is how its field. But they said this was no
UNM's first Love-In Sunday is
organizers
want it to be. They problem.
an attempt "to break away from
the New York syndrome where compare it to a large-scale Gen- N11 Cost Involved
people never speak to one an- tle Thursday (spring of 1967 at
There is no cost involved in the
other," say the organizers of the UNM) and fear that any organ- Love-In, since the field is free
ization identification would hurt and the bands are donating their
day-long affair.
The Love-In will begin at dawn its chances of being accepted by time. If there should be cost in
hooking the bands up to electricSunday at Zimmerman Field and the student body,
ity in the Union Sunday, a collast until dusk. Seven bands will No Identification Wanted
Two members of the six-man lection will be taken up while the
provide the music, beginning at
committee who made arrange- Love-In is going on.
11 a.m.
ments for the activity said, "Last
Both students and town folks
.Resembles Big Picnic
year Gentle Thursday was iden- are expected for the event which
This is the first such under- tified with SDS, Communist backto break away from the
taking on the New Mexico cam- ing and the like, and students just hopes
"plastic society.'' A plastic so. pus and for those not in the "in" didn't want to be a part of it.''
ciety exists on campus when "you
crowd, a Love-In is not what the
This was their primary reason- say hello to someone on the sidename might imply. Rather, it ing for not securing a sponsor. walk, and if they don't know you
more closely resembles a big, get- But without a sponsor they wei'e they think you are crazy.''
acquainted picnic.
I'equired by the administration to
Two weeks planning has gone
The backers of the Sunday func- circulate a petition and obtain into the one day's activities. If
tion expect over 500 people to be 100 signatures supporting the
Sunday is a success-having a
on hand with flowers and food for Love-In before it would be olmyed. 1000 or more people show up-the
the music and getting-to-knowThey also had to have permis- next Love-In will be at Roosevelt
each-other party.
sion from the physical education Park or some other lal·ger facility.

CONCERT I-IALL

WANT ADS

EXICO

G-1.'3

i

I
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The first of this year's panel
discussions sponsored by honors
students is set for Thursday, Oct.
10, in the Union Tl~eater from 3
to 5 p.m.
The Forum as it is officially
known will b;ing together panelists fr~m UNM and local sources
to discuss "Life in a Pressure
Cooker.''
Ileady 1>n Panel
On the panel will be Dr. Ferrel
Heady, UNM academic vice presidcnt, Dr. Fred W. Langer, practieing psychiatrist, Dr. Joseph D.
Hassett, tTNM philosophy profcssor, Dr. David M. Johnson,
UNM English professor, and Dr.
William s. Curran, assistant dean
of the UNM Medical School.
Topics for discussion will be.

/-Club Will Serve
International Meal

"means of reducing the tension
of college without reducing excellence of seniors," "the qualities
and capabilities of the ideal instructor," "more freedom and rcsponsibility fol' studen.ts, and
"how much Mickey-Mouse work
can be dispensed with.''
Cooperation Possible?
One final topic will be "should
a basis for cooperation between
students, professors, and administrators be established, and how.''
The Forum began successfully
last year with a panel discussion
with UNM teachers on problems
in the teaching atmosphere at
UNM.
Sponsored by a group of honors
students; The Forum is designed
to expose students to controversial subjects through contact with
experts.

~·
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Michigan. A program <>-~' ,...
\I
music and dance will be , ,...~
attraction o£ the classel!!' ~ .ntl
be under Bakas' direction.
Masanod
Okumura,
UNM;
chemical engineering major from
Osaka,· Japan, will instruct jn
Japanese and will provide supplementary visual instruction
from his own slide collection.
UNM Grad to Teach Swedish
The Swedish section will be
taught· by Lynn Buckingham, a
UNM graduate and fine arts editor of the Albuquerque Tribune.
Miss Buckingham has spent close
to two years in Sweden as an exchange student and as a teacher
of Swedish to English-speaking
students there.
Foreign language instruction of
this nature as a supplement to
classes regularly taught at UNM
is one of several first-time offerings of the new International
-~
Center.
..
Bakas said that the primary
aim of the highly integrated
classes will be out only to develop
language skills "but to get a
stranger to love the country
whose language he is studying.''

Approva I Pending

Late Hours OK'd
By AWS Council

Teacher Screening

The UNM International Club's
Screening tests for admissecond annual international dinsion to teacher education proner will be held Sunday, Oct. 8,
grams at UNM will be adminat 6:30 p.m. in the Union Ballistered tomorrow at 12 :'30 p.m.
room. The dinner, this year"hon·
in the Kiva. All students who
oring UNM President Tom L.
plan to enter a teacher pro•
Popejoy, is held to raise money
· gram must pass these tests beto finance International Club profore they will be . allowed to
jects.
'I bl . t . take any upper division eduStudent tickets are ava1 a e a
cation courses.
$1.'15 and adult tickets are $2.75,

~cave from the University of

A FILM PRESENTATION of the "Swan Lake" Ballet, starring
Rudolph Nureyev, left, and Margot Fonte!n! wi!l be presented in
the Concert Hall at 7 and 9 tonight. A:dmtssJon IS $1 for students
and $2 for faculty. "Swan Lake" is a full-length version of the
ballet in color. It was made in Vienna with the Vienna State
Corps de Ballet and Orchestra. Nureyev and Fonteyn are mem·
bers of the London Royal Ballet Company. The film is part of the
Performing Arts Film Series.

New closing hours of 11 p.m.
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays were approved by the
All-Women's Council of Asso•
ciated Women Students Wedne\:}.~
day.
Extending closing hours in the
women's dormitories and sorority houses will provide the University w o m a n with increased
responsibility in guiding her personal life, the Council ruled.
The proposal was taken to Dean
of Women Helen Whiteside Thursday afternoon for her approval.
If the measure is approved, new
hours will go into effect on Tuesday, Oet. 10.
Also passed at the A WC meeting was a proposal granting overnight permissions in Albuquerque
for the weekends of Homecoming
and fiesta.

......----
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Rev. Malcolm Boyd

'Espresso Priest' to Open
.'6 7 ~ '68 Newman Forums
The Rev. Malcolm Boyd, who
has been called "the espresso
priest" and a "rebel in a clerical
· collar," will open the 1967-68 season of the Newman Forum with
a lecture at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Oct. 11, in the UNM Concert
· Hall.
The Newman Forum lectures
are free for University students
and the general public. Financial
support for the series comes from
members of the Fol'Um, a voluntary civic o1•ganization which assists the student organization of
the Aquinas Newman Center at
UNM.
Works in Beer Joints
The Rev. Boyd is an Episcopal
priest, but he carries out his
campus ministry in campus beer
joints and city discotheques and
freedom houses in the South.
As a national magazine wrote:
"Boyd will use any method, no
matter how unorthodox, to get
his message across-folk singing,
I jazz, movies, He defines prayer
as "talking to God in everyday
language about everyday things."
President of TV Producers
Boyd was born in New York
in 1923, went to high school in
Denver, and graduated from the
University of Arizona in Tucson.
He then went to Hollywood, where
he worked for an advertising
agency, then later with film comTHE UNM BAND WILL perform several numbers for spectators panies, becoming the first presiduring the UNM-Utah game halftime program. To the "Girl Watch- dent of the Television Producers
ers Theme," twirlers Anglea "Pokey" Agee, left, and Phyllis Hubbard, Association of Hollywood.
But Boyd left the film industry
middle, will do a routine. Drum .Major Robert Beardsley, will lead the
band in several formations. The band director is William E. Rhoads. in 1951 to enter Church Divinity
In addition the band will play "Glory of the Gridiron," "Men of Ohio,"
and "March of the Majorettes."

School, a seminary for the Episcopal Church in Berkeley, Calif.
Today he is assistant priest an~
the only white member of an allNegro church in Washington.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

·New UC President l-litch
Praised by Ronald Reagan

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES
Alumni Memorial
Chapel, 11:00 \l.m.
Sponsored by the
Lutheran Associ at ion
of America

LOS ANGELES (CPS)-Seletion of Charles Hitch as the new
president of the University of
California was praised by everyone from Ronald Reagan to Clarli;
Kerr recently, though student
leaders were guarded in their
judgments and there were few
clues about how Hitch will deal
with R e a g a n and the V()!atile
higher education situation ill California.
Hitch, currently UC vice president for administration, was elected in a unanimous decision by the
board of regents, He will assume
his new p()sition Jim. 1.

wa•
Makers of Hand ·Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

McDonald'&··::·:.

Hitch Hopes
Most of Hitch's comments on
assuming the post were confined
to statements like "I hope the
university will continue to expand
and increase its contribution to
the state," since he said he would
"not make any pronouncements
on policy issues until I am president.''
But it seemed clear that Hitch

THE CLOSEST THING TO HOME

USE OUR

CONVENIENT
CARRY

our·

SERVICE

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.W.
We still have a complete
selection of rattan furniture items
every thing in the ~tore is
offered to you at a 25% sale discount
TAY~ ADVANTAGE OF THESE LAST
TWO DAYS

first Show Tomorrow

zona, 'rue,

tlu~lifM

Bond Will Play More Marches

··For Football Games, Says Director

The UNM Marching Band under the direction of William E.
Rhoads will mak(> its first appearance of the season Saturday
night at the UNM-Utah game.
The 112 marching musicians
will give a pre-game as well as
half-time performance.
To Play "Fight On"
Pre-game activities will include
a salute to the visitors from Utah
University and the traditional
formation of the UNM while the
band plays "Fight On, Lobos."
For half-time the band will
play famous marches. "It is noted
that bands are playing fewer and
fewer marches at football games,"
*'"Rhoades said, "so Saturday the

band is reviving the march."
Drum Major Bob Beardsley,
winner of several national and
southwestern awards, will lead
the band down the field.
Precision Drills Set
The band will then form a
"twirling arena" to feature
twirlers Pokey Agee and Phylli!l
Hubbard. The girls will perform
to the accompaniment of the
"Girl :Watchers Theme."
The band will execute several
precision drills to such marches
as "March of the Majorettes,"
"Men of Ohio" and "Bounding
Brass.'' Included in the performance will be Company Front Drill,
Diamond Drill, and Pinwheel
Drill.

. .

IT'S DEBE!
The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE ••• Featuring
"PosiTorque". Change from Street Gearing to
'Trail Gearing · without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.

SALE ENDS SATURDAY, OC'I'OBER 71

Haske

Shop
for

the. best COVeY" des\~n
fo'(the.
196~ MlRAGE

HAMBURGERS
"STILL THE BEST QUALITY"

15~
CHEESEBURGERS
Made with real Wisconsin
Cheese ••• not Cheese Food

.NEW HONDA 90. SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

20~

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

+FRIID aUCKEN
+FRII!D SHRIMP
+FUll &NMYial
+KOfiBl JD1' DOGS

LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque, New Mexico

·31& San Pedro I.E.

will be in the thick of the new
battles which appear to be coming
over the university's budget. It
was under his direction that the
1967-68 budget was drafted and
guided through a stormy legislative session and a veto battle
with Governor Reagan.
Is Expert
He is recognized by the regents
and administrators as the university's budgetary expert and has
many times been praised for his
presentations at regents' meetings, but exactly how he will line
up in any battle with Reagan is
still undetermined. His only comment was that debates between
Reagan and the regents over budget and governor's proposal to
charge tuition had damaged the
university's image in some parts
of the country, "fairly or unfairly."
Reagan's reaction to the seletion of Hitch-a registered Democrat--as UC president was enthusiastic. "He's a great scholar,"

•

Ph 268··508

BEST eo1.0 ORIN
IN TOWN

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a."park·in?11

Patronize the
Albuquerque

IIBICI'S .OST PGPUI.AR DRIVE II -

Transit

System

5301
GIBSON BE
'·1t:

tt •

·~ ,,

.

NE

Page 3
Commuter Comfort
To encourage use of city transit facilities, Detroit, Mich., is
erecting attractive stainless steel
bus shelters which ar\1 equipped
with heaters, lights, telephones,
and benches.

Red Hot Ball
The center of the earth, s~J~n
tists believe, is an extr~melr-l'lot
molten ball 4,000 milefl m d!ameter Its composition, similar to
th~t of meteol'ites, is primarily
h·on and nickel.

Reagan said, "and he's going to
be a fine president.''
Although he insisted that by his
own choice he had not participated at all in the selection of Hitch
prior to the final vote, the governor said that he had supported
him during the executive session
consideration and had voted for
him.
Other Praises
And in Berkeley, former UC
President Kerr, fired by the regents in January, added his voice
to the chorus of praise, which
also included all nine of "the university's campus chancellors, a
faculty committee which made
recommendations on the selection
of a new president to the regents,
and the acting president, Harry
Wellman.
Hitch will apparently work to
guard academic freedon at the
university, which has come under
heavy fire from 'many critics, including Governor Reagan, because
of student demonstrations, outspoken students and faculty members.
·
Responding to questions concerning his written statement
that he counted on the regents
"to defend and protect the university's autonomy," Hitch replied, "university autonomy like
freedom, is something you have
to fight for all the time. It is
always in danger.''
Responsibility of Scholars
In the statement, Hitch also
wrote, "if you find a university
that is not striking some sparks,
you can assume that it is dead.''
Elaborating for reporters, he
said, "scholars in the university
have the responsibility for seeking truth and in so doing they
produce sparks," later adding that
"research is an essential part of
the university; good teaching and
good research a1·e inseparable.''
Students Reserved
Student leaders we1·e more cautious in their reaction to Hitch's
election. Most of them said that
their reservations were based on
the unanswered question of
Hitch's stands on student-related
issues.
U C LA Undergraduate President Joe Rubinstein, calling Hitch
"a very good administrator," said
that "it still remains to be seen
whether or not President-elect
Hitch will give students definite
participation in decision-making
at the university.'' Hitch said at
his press conference that he wants
to discuss things with students because "students have every right
to be consulted," but that "at this
stage in their lives, students are
n()t ready to run the university."

CANTERBURY
CHAPEL
448 Ash N.E.
Naive you are
if you believe
life favors those
who aren't naive.

Sundoy:

Reprinted from GROOKS by Plet Hei~ by
permission of the M.I.T. Press, Cambndge,
Mass. 02142
Copyright 1966 by Piet Hein.

7:00 & 10:00 A.M.
5:00P.M.

Fr. Crews, Choplain

~.

COLLEGE HALL
Herringbone Sport Jackets
in the traditional manner
Casual, comfortable, an~ c01·re~t in every detail
of natural shoulder stylmg. This all purpose, all
season jacket finds itself eqt!ally at ]tome _on
campus, country grounds or 111 the City, w1th
the unmistakable natural look of College .Han.

45.00

Jhuas ~a. tbe sttttttt ~~
~

3124 CENTRAL EAST

255-2684

PC1161e6 S
BERMUDAS---SURFERS---SHORTS---SKIRTS
Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits
PRICED FROM
$1oo TO $4oo
NOW 3 STORES

J••••

Store No. 1-1441-A E••k N.E; Prillcess
Shopping Center
StDN No. 2-1720-A
St. S.W. Gr.ff Plaza Ceater
·--··-·-..-------~····- 't .IlL 1 _tZIO 4llt St. lt.W_L_.---····-~-· -···-· •...
OFBI MON. 'II•U SAT. 10 YO 6
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Pose Now
Today is the last chance students have to get individual
pictures taken for The Mirage, UNM's yearbook. The UNM
Photo Service will be taking pictures until 7 tonight in the
northeast corner of the Union.
Any student with an ID card and $1.50 may take those
two items and himself to the Union and get a picture for
The Mirage and a 2" by 3" print for himself.
UNM students subsidize The Mirage through their activ.fty fees in the amount of $36,000 a year. This money does
not cover the individual pictures (nor about $5000 of the
other costs) because The Mirage's regular photographer, a
student, has neither the time nor the equipment to turn out
a mass of portraits. Hence the Photo Service, a professional
operation which doesn't work for nothing, has to take the
pictures.
The Mirage has in past years varied from superior to almost unbelievably bad. This year's book should be a good
one. But good or bad, many people will wish 20 years from
now that they had dragged themselves over to the Union
with a buck-fifty and had their pictures taken. Why not do
it now?

The Rowan Column
The National Signicance ol
D.C. Goyernment
By CARL T. ROWAN

I.

WASHINGTON-I wonder if most Americans are really aware of
the implications of the historic changes in the government ol this city,
Sure, most people know that President Johnson has named a Negro
as mayor and appointed a majority of five Negroes to the nine-member
city council here.
But many people seem to think this has national meaning only in
that black men will be running a city that belongs to all of a predominantly' white nation. This irritates some Americans, but a lot
fewer than one would have imagined, even a decade ago.

*

*

*

But the real nationwide significance of the governmental changes
,.here will be determined by what can be achieved by the new mayor,
·walter Washington, in cooperation with a city council chaired by
Max Kampelman, a white lawyer.
Their challenge is to move with imagination and boldness to improve schooling, housing, job opportunities-to arrest the urban decay
that enfolds the nation like some great invisible plague. If they succeed in making Washington, D.C. a "model city," they just might erase
the notion held in many metropolitan areas that squalor, deterioration,
and racial conflict are inevitable.
The President's choices to lead the new government here were generally excellent, with a notable element of "compromise": He resisted
intense pressures to name a "black power" activist to the council,
even as he yielded to "black power" demands that he not give a
council seat to Sterling Tucker, bright and energetic director of the
Washington Urban League.

*

*

*

Even if he were as white as a sheet, Walter Washington would
stand eminently qualified for the post of mayor. That he is a black
man is merely a factor of partial advantage in this city with its
Negro majority.
Time will prove that the President showed remarkable sagacity in
~hoosing Kampelman to head the city council. I speak from both the
~bias and the specific knowledge that grow out of having known Kampelman for 20 years, and I doubt that Johnson could have found a
man whose personal and intellectual qualities are better suited to the
task ahead.
Kampelman has always been one of the most descent, straightforward men I've ever known. To those qualities he has added the knowledge and wisdom that accrue from being righthand aide and confidant
to Hubert H. Humphrey (as senator and vice president), and from
serving a~:~ a highly successful lawyer and civic leader.
So Mayor Washington and Kampelman will be able to work together
as men, as friends, as equals sharing the responsibility for making the
· city that symbolizes American democracy gleam, as gleam it should.
'I'he major barrier to their success will remain the U.S. Congress
where, for their own benighted reasons, some members will hope that
the new leadership makes a royal mess of running the district.
But neither Washington nor Kampelman is a babe in the woods.
Kampelman, particularly, knows all about the congressional booby
traps.
Along with the deputy mayor, Thomas Fletcher, and the other coun-·
cilmen, Washington and Kampelman face both a major challenge and
an exciting opportunity to serve not merely the federal capital, but
th whole nation.
They deserve the country's prayers and good wishes.

Opens With Many Issues, Ideas
-High birth rates, coupled
with "an exorable and almost
overpowering rising tide of popWASHINGTON- Should the ular demand for more education,
tiny African country of Zambia of every sort and at every leve~,
further s t r a in its overworked covering almost every last village
budget to provide a grammar· and hamlet" have caused a worldschool education for everyone, wide explo~ion in the number of
particularly if that education will persons of school age.
inevitably be greatly inferior to
-The scarcity of national rewhat could be done with a more sources to met the educational
selective effort?
demand except in the richest
Should Indian universities con- countri:s, has b e co m e acute.
tinue to accept far more students Many unde:rdeveloped countries
per year than they can handle at spend twice as large a proportion
all well, and in fields in which a or more of their national income
on education as the advanced
labor surplus already exists?
countries, but with little visible
Change Hiring Criteria
In the United States, is the effect.
problem of getting Negroes into Costs Spiraling
better jobs a matter of getting
more of them through high school
-Cost per student everywhere
and into college, or would it suf- in the world are spiraling, mainly
flee to have less arbit:rary hiring due to "the fact that education
cl'iteria with less emphasis on the remains a labor-intensive induscandidate's ability to get through try, still close to the handicraft
school, regardless of whether he stage. Indeed it becomes even
was learning anything or not?
~ more so "with each effort to raise
Philip Coombs and his staff at its quality through its conventhe International Institute for tional means.''
Educational Planning in Paris
-The products of educational
have posed an array of problems systems are in general very badsuch as these in a 200-page work- ly matched to social needs. School
ing paper for the International graduates, their aspirations whetConference on the World Crisis ted by the rhetoric of economic
in Education to be held in Wil- development, are entirely unequipliamsburg, Virginia, through Oct. ped for productive employment in
9. It will be hosted by Cornell a society which has nevertheless
University President James Per- strained its budget to educate
kins and Secretary of Health, Ed- them and is in desperate straits
ucation, and Welfare John w. for properly trained manpower.
Gardner.
Inertia Rules
Education in "Bad Shape"
-"Inertia and inefficiency" reCynics will put little stock in main the rule among educators.
a title like "International Con- They stick blindly to "business-asference on the World Crisis in usual' methods which have not
Education;" and crisis is certain- and. cannot work in the face of an
ly an overworked word these· days. e n t i r e I y new set of circumBut Coombs and his staff mar- stances.'' Not business-as-usual
shall their evidence convincingly but "business-worse-than-usual"
in "The World Educational Crisis results.
-A System Analysis," the study
Professional educators, presidwritten for the conference. Their ing over this or that segment of
conclusion: that education abroad, one of the most authoritarian
particularly in the underdevelop- social structures in democratic
ed countries, is in very bad shape societies, have traditionally reindeed.
acted to criticism with a mixture
While Coombs is not as acerbic of contempt, mild fury, and areas another French international doubled attachment to entrenched
consultant, Professor Rene Du- ways of doing things.
mont, who advocates fewer fancy
high schools and universities in Value Questioned
the developing countries and more
It was only about ten years ago
attention to improving agricul- that anyone besides themselves
ture, he still makes the same was able to or interested in studypoints.
ing new approaches to the subject.
What exactly, they asked, was
Vested Intesrests Blamed
He fixes the blame for the the value of education to a society
present plight of education in in terms of increased productimost countries on a combination vity? Was it, in other words, a
of tOo many people, not enough good investment? And which. kinds
money, and an abundance of in- or parts of educational structures
ertia and vested interests:
were the most productive and
which the least?
Such tentative answers as they
have come up with are not reBy ROBERT JOHNSTON
Collegiate Press Service

Dr. Huber to Deliver
luther Talk Tonight

William Huber, director of University College, will speak on "A
Beginning Or an End" at the Luther House, 1805 Las Lomas, tonight at 7:30.
On Sunday a worship service
will be held in the Alumni Chapel
at 11 a.m.
The same day at 5:30 an informal cost supper will be followed at 7 p.m. by a Vesper Service
at the Luther House.

Appointees Meet

It-tREe!
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Medical Writer

Information Post
Goes to Newsman

THURSDAY-New Mexico Union Star!;
Union Council Room; 2 p.m.
Graduate School; Union 263; 3 :80 p.m.
Colloquium on Ergodic Theory; Dr.
Blum: Mitchell Hall 202: . 3 :30 p.m.
Mortar Board: Union 250 E: 6 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board: Union 250 A;
6:30p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union 250 A;
6:30p.m.
UNM Advisory Board an d Regents
Committee; Union Council Room : 6 :30
p.tn.
Christian Science Organi1.a.tion ; Union
231 A: 7 p.m.
"Swan Lake" (art film, Royal Ballet)
with Rudoll Nurcycv and Margot Fon•
tcyn; Concert Hall; 7, 9 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega: Union 231 E; 7 :80

Gym Open

i··
'

Johnson Gym is open to students for recreation from 6:30
to 8:30p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday, and 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. Sunday.

Milas L. Hurley Jr., has Jomed the staff of the UNM Division
of Information and Publications
as a special writer with primary
responsibilities in the School of
Medicine and the New Mexico
Regional Medical Program.
Hurley formerly was a reporter
and, most recently, assistant city
editor for the Albuquerque Tribune. 'Previous to that he worked
on copy desks of the Courier. Journal in Louisville, Ky., and the
Tulsa Tribune .
He holds journalism and English bachelor degrees from the
University of Missouri at Columbia and a master's degree in English from the University of the
Americas in Mexico City,
He is originally from Tucumcari.

listen to KUNM

P·'XPowA: Unio!l23l D: 7:3op.m.
Dames Club: Union 231 c; 7:30 p.m.
Pi Sigma Alpha; Union 231 B; 7 :30

SUNDAY-LIIll Lcyenditas: Union Ea·
thcr Thotnpson Lounge; Z:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi. Omega PlEdges; Union 231
ll: Gp.tn.
>Iunday Fihn Fare; "Th" Collector:"
Umon Theater: 5, 8 p.m.: GOe
Jntemational Club :Vinnu; Union Dlllll'OOm : 5 p.m.
•
Love-In ; Fcaturl! Band Sunday Fun!llcs ;
Zimmerman Field.

Did Ike Armstrong, former
athletic director at both Utah and
Minnesota, have anything to do
with arranging the. Utes' 1967
contest with Minnesota? Bud
Jack, present Utah athletic director, saya he talked with Ike
for many years about a game. "I
never could talk him into it," Bud
admits. "Yet, I believe he set one
up for us-because just after he
retired we got it!"

PERFORMANCE TUNE
with

SUN EQUIPMENT
at

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842·9148
OPEN 24 HOURS

JADE
EAsr·
discover it now
in
sculptured
bamboo

Gold Bond Stamps

General Tires

PHYLLIS KIRK WILL star in the first program of the UNM
Theater Series "Wait Until Dark." Miss Kirk will play the heroine of
the suspense melodrama that ran on Broadway throughout 1966. She
has co-starred in a number of films, including "Back From Eternity" with Robert Ryan; "The Sad Sack" with Jerry Lewis; and
"Johnny Conchp" with Frank Sinatra~ "Wait Until Dark" will open
on Oct. 16 in the UNM Concert HaiL

KDEF
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

LSD-25

First Meeting Oct. 30

Engineer-in-1raining Review Planned
As Brush-Up Class for State ·Exam
An engineer-in-training review text. The class will be limited to
has been scheduled at UNM for 36 people.
This is a non-credit review of
33 class meetings. The review is
sponsored by tbe University and mathematics and the fundamenthe Albuquerque chapter of the tals of engineering, including
physics,
statics,
New Mexico Society of Profes- engineering
strength of materials, dynamics,
sional Engineers.
The classes start on Monday, thermodynamics, fluid mechanics,
Oct. 80, and will be held Mon- engineering economics, electricity,
day and Wednesday evenings and chemistry.
from 7:30 to 9:30 in room 235 of
The course is designed to prothe civil engineering building. In- vide a supplement to the daily
struction will be given by profes- practical experience of engineersors of engineering and by pro- ing and will provide a "brush-up"
fessional engineers in private in- for the engineer-in-training exdustry.
amination, which is a prerequisite
The tuition for the 33 meet- to the professional engineer's exings is $50, which includes the amination.
•

Starting Monday, Oct. 9
Through Friday, Oct. 13

USES AND ABUSES
OF LSD
9:15 AM

10:00 PM

1:45 PM

DOUBLEDAY BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC

2004 Central SE

CASA lUNA

A<.... &om

c.mp..

ANNOUNCING
OUR LUNCHEON SPECIAL

SOc PIZZA
A 6" Pizza with Your Choice
of one Ingredient

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
GREEN CHILl
TOMATO & CHEESE

(Greek) : Union Thatcr; 7, 10 p.m. : 50c.
Baha'i; Union 231 n, 8 p.m.
English Graduate Aooociation Lceture:
E<cl<icl Mphalele. "Recent Mrican Literature in Engli!!h ;,. EdUCation Kiva: 8 v..m.
SATURDAY-A.A.U.W. Lee ture and
CofCee; Union Ballroom; 9 :30 p.m.
Coordinating Council of ColleRes a n d
Universities; Union 250 B-C, Ballroom;
10 p.m.
College of Education Teacher Screening;
Education Kiva: 12 :30 p.m.
KUNM 'Ritdio : Union Theater: 1 p.tn.
Saturday Flhn Fare; ''The Collector ;"
Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m. ; 60e.
UNM Football: UNM va. University of
Utah: University Stadium: 8 p.m.
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All Pres 1'd.entia) a·ppointees WI'))
meet at 7 p.m. Oct: 10 in the s t . u - - - - - - - · -dent government offices at the
FRIDAY-A.w.s. Executive CommitUnion for intervieWs by the pres- tee: Union 231 A: 3:30 p.tn.
. .
'd
·
·
·
t
..Swan Lak€!;" Concert Hall: 7. 9 n.rn.
1 entia} apponl.tments commit ee.
Foreign F i Itn; "Young Aphroditf!<l"

STRIKE

assuring; nor do the ''logical"
policies derived from their carefully laid assumptions and drawnout analyses look nearly as . attractive and inevit!lb.le to policymakers and ad~~rustrators as
they do to theoreticians.
The question that emerges from
Coombs' paper is whether or not
he and others, mainly economists
of like persuasion, can sell their
ideas to those educators whose
inertia and narrow-mindedness
they so strongly criticize.
4 Targets caned For
He says, for example, "The
needed J<evolution in education
must begin with educational management." Or, "The management
of educational systems, as they
now are, cannot overcome tbe educational crisis, but rather are
a central part of the crisis itself,"
Only through employing "competent, modern managers-who in
turn are well-equipped with modern tools of analysis, research,
and evaluation" can education
make the transition from "its
semi-handicraft sta.te to a modern condition."
Coombs calls for four additional "priority targets of strategy":
-"Modernization of teachers,"
who presently, Coombs says, do
not "have a chance to be modern."
The' teacher "is trained for yesterday's schooling, not for tomorrow's."
Learning "Modernized"
-"Modernization of the learning process," is a third imperative. "The individual child soon
discovers that school is not the
place to get answers to his questions. The school has its own
questions and it is for him to give
the right answers, if he is to be
a 'good student'. If he .goes too
fast or too slow he is either bored
or penalized."
-Another serious need is ''the
strengthening of educational finance. Good education is never
cheap.'' Coombs asserts that "certain taboos, including some socially very laudable ones" will have
to be cast aside "if education is
to be kept from strangling financially in a tangle of high principles."
-"Greater emphasis on nonformal education.., is the final imperative. "The facts belie the distinction," Coombs says, that says
that "a person who was sent to
school was 'educated', and that
one who was not, was not.'' He
says, "Our common sense and
our own exiJerience tell us that it
is an absurd proposition" to say
that "someone who really wants
to learn" can do so "only in a
conventional classroom, before a
teacher and blackboard."

....

also Serving the Best in Italian Cuisine
Specially Prepared with our
Home Recipes

Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Spray Deodorant, $2.50
Spray Talc, $2.50
SWANK, N. Y.-Sole Dist•ibutor

A• an altemale fragrance,
try Jade East CORAL or

... prevent.forast fires!

Jado East GOLDEN LIME

SERVING YOU, THE LOBOS,
FOR•OVER 14YEARS

FREE DELIVERY
STARTING AT 5 PM

CALL
242-8413
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Toughen
~Skins
Nagel Says WAC Games
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Utah Coach Mike Giddings
thinks that by playing five consecutive Western Athletic Conference football games his young
team may build up enough mo•
mentum to carry the Redskins to
an impressive :finish in the league
race.
Obviously, if you want to build
up momentum you start slow and
work up.
And the proud Lobos, 20-point
underdogs to Utah Saturday
night, are about the lowest stllrting point Utah can find in the
scramble for WAC honors.
Missing Link Sought
It is still possible that New
Mexico, now 1-2, will find the
missing link in time to salvage
the 1967 campaign, but the
·search had better be successful
soon.

t

I

I

tried to find a running game to
equal the passing exhibitiPn put
on by Stone each Saturday. Al~o
the coaching staff was interested
in establishing an offensive line
that would protect the valuable
sign~~ol-caller and any Wolfpack
runner.
Utah Had Quiet Week
Utah, which plays all five of
its WAC games in a row starting
with New Mexico Saturday, bad
a relatively quiet week of workouts. The Redskins 11re the leadCo-Operatioa Lacking
ing defensive team in the league
New Mexico spent the week and
hope to contain Stone's aertrying once again to put aU the·
ial
attack.
pieces in place in time for the
They are allowing onl)" 6.5
second WAC game of the young
points
per game to be scor~
season. Terry Stone, the sensa·
against
them. The Lobos have
tional transfer quarterback, and
been
scoring
at a clip of over 16
receivers Ace Hendricks and
points
per
contest and have
Emilio Vallez have been ready
to win all year, but the rest of passed up ~any opportunities to
the team has failed to co-operate. raise that average much higher.
The only successful night the
In practice this week the Lobos
Lobos have had on defense was
against small college Idaho
State in the season opener. They
held the Benga]s to a lone field
goal in that game, but since have
given up 44 and 1'7 points respectively.
Utah Is 1·1
Utah is 1-1 on the season, but
lost by only a point to Minnesota
and that was on a last-minute
touchdown effort by the northern
school.
Both New Mexico and Utah are
young teams. The Utes were 5-5
last season and UNM 2-8. Both
would like to make ·surprise a
major weapon this year as both
are picked to finish in the WAC ~
cellar (New Mexico) or near it
(Utah).
A year ago Utah was tbe }Weseason favorite to come in last,
but instead finished in a tie for
second. New Mexico did finish
Jast with an 0·5 mark.
Attaek Led by Gehrke
Besides having the best defensive platoon in the WAC, Utah
also has a potent scoring attack
headed by quarterback J a c k
Gehrke. He is second in team
rushing and first in passing with
295 yards of total offense. Tailback Charlie Smith is the number one runner with 140 yards on
3'1 carries for a 3.8 average.
The Lobos spent the week working on pass protection and defense. Those two points will be
the key to winning or losing for
the UNM squad Saturday night.

The Wolfpack blew what was
probably the best chance for a
v i c to r y on its schedul~r
other than opener Idaho Stllt«rby losing to Iowa State 1'1-12 a
week ago.
Coach Bill Weeks has produced an offensive ·unit, or at least
a partial scoring threat, that
would rival any in the nati<m.
But the weak points have over~
shadowed even the brightest of
spots on the team.

Kicking, both punting and kick·
off~. is not the problem it was
two weeks ago. After formel' Lobo
baseball coach George Petrol
worked with ldcker Jack Holler
last week, that part of the game
started to jell.
Casas "Dangerous"
The only other way the Lobos
are dangerous is with Joe Casas.
The 163-pound senior is playing
his first year of defense and is a
threat on kickoff returns, punt
returm~, and interceptions.
He is. fifth in the nation in

L
0

kicl,off returns and seventh in
vunt returns. He also had twp interception!! against Iowa State.
So, fol' the fourth straight
week, the question remains, "Will
everything fall in place against
Utah Saturday night, and if it
does will that be enough to win
the gameY"
But even with Stone, the No. 1
passer in the country and third
ranked in totlll offense, and
Hendricks, the No. 6 pass receiver, the Lobos have to have
something more to Win.

8

0

· Our wildlife has no defense against the careless
use of fire. So please follow Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold matches till cold. Be sure to drown
all campfires; stir the ashes, and drown them
again. Crush all smokes dead out.
Please! Only r.ou can prevent forest fires
~

Five intt·amural football
games we1•e 1·ained out Tuesday. They will be played Wednesday. A schedule will be
available on those games sometime Friday and below are the
results of the rest of this
week's games through Thursday.
.
TUESDAY'S UESULTS (Only
games played were in League

1

'iiiiiiift~
I

II):

Mescalero 26, Kearny 6; Navajo 12, Tewa 0; Chimayo 12,
Pueblo 0; Kiowa 21, Coman•
chero 0.
WEDNESDAY'S It E S U LT S
Only games were in League
Ill, IV and V) :
League III-Escalante 6,
Acoma 0; Aztec 18, Mendoza
13; Mossman 19, Toltec 6;
Yagui 2, Chiricahua 0.
League lV-The Animals
14, Newman Center 0; Navy
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Now's The Time To Do It
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REDSKIN QUARTERBACK JACK Gehrke will lead the Univer·
sity of Utah attack against the Lobos Saturday in the Western
~tbletit ~eren~e contest. Gehrke leads the Utes in passing and
m second Jn rushmg. He has completed 14 of 28 passes for 155
yards and two touchdowns. On the ground he has carried 37 times
for 148 yards and a 3.8 average. (UNM photo.)

. COLLEGE SENIORS CAN PICK
U.S. AIR FORCE JOBS
.
TECHNICAL SERGEANT ). W. HARRISON, LOCAL AIR
FORCE RECRUITER ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT CAPTAIN
NANCY L. RUST, WOMEN OFFICER SELECTION SPECIALIST
AND LIEUTANT ELWIN E. RICKERT, MALE OFFICER SELEC·
TION SPECIAUST FOR NEW MEXICO; Will BE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEICO, IN THE PLACEMENT BUREAU
OFFICE ON THE llth AND 12th OF OCTOBER, FROM 9
A.M. TO 4 P.M. TO DISCUSS THE AIR FORCE OFFICERS
TRAINING SCHOOL AND OTHER COMMISSIONING PRO~
GRAMS.
SERGEANT HARtSON NOTED THAT EACH APPLICANT FOR
THE OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOl CAN SElECT WITHOUT
OBLIGATION, HIS OR HER OWN JOB SPECIALTY IN THE
AIR FORCE AliGNED WITH THEIR COLLEGE DEGREE. THIS
ENAiLfS ..:mfi COIJ.~ GRADUAT9 :r~~·-
FIELD. FOR WHICH THEY ARE BOTH PREPARED AND INERESTED,WHIL£ SERVING WITH THE AIR FORCE.
.
MEN AND WOMEN COllEGE GRADUATES AND SENIORS
ARE URGEO TO CONTACT LIEUTENANT RICKERT OR CAPtAIN RUST ABOUT THE OFFICERS TRAINING SCHOOL
NURSES, PHYSICAL AND OCUPAIONAL THERAPISTS AND
DIETITIANS CAN RECEIVE INfORMATION ON tHE AIR
FORCE. DIRECT COf'JMISSJONING PROGRAMS. PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS CAN 8E ARRANGED BY CONTACTING tHE
UNM PlACEMENT BUREAU AT 277-2531.

EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Intramural Football Results listed

~\~M~o.,

w1,s

SPORTS

PAUL SMITH AND HIS DEFENSIVE teammates seem to hold
t~e key t? the success of New Mexi~o against Utah Saturday
mght. Sm1th, a three-year letterman, ts one of the most experienced players on defense and will try to contain the Utah scoring
attack. (UNM photo.)

FOREST FIRES HURT OUR FOREST FRIENDS
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12, Snuffers 7;

Alpha Phi
Omega 12, College Inn '7.
League V-Mother Carey's
Chickens 6, Crabs 0; Baptist
Student Union 19, Engineers
7.
THURSDAY'S RESULTS
Pi Kappa Alpha 26, Kappa
Alpha 0; Phi Delta Theta 16,
Lambda Chi Alpha 0; Sigma
Alpha Epsilon 21, Sigma Phi
Epsilon 0; Sigma Chi 20, Phi
Sigma Kappa 2.

UNM Intramural Committee
Compares Flag, Touch Game
By MIKE WILL
F l a g football or touch football, that is the question.
Attempting to settle the ques.
tion, the intramural department
staged both types of games Wednesday to demonstrate the possibility of serious injury in the
flag game, which is currently
being played in intramurals.
Player's Eyesight Affected
"One player's eyesight was so
affected from a head injury that
he was forced to dJ;op out of
school," said Marvin Heffington,
director of intramurals, and chief
supporter. of the touch version,
"In less than 30 games there
have been four injuries, two head
injuries and two shoulder separations,'' he continued.
It was evident .that the flag
c o n t e s t was :marked. by hard
running and sometimes fierce
contact, largel)" because players
are allowed to rush from any position on the field.
In contrast, only six men on
the line can rush in the touch
game, thus contact is made from
a standing position.
Arguments can be found for
and against the rougher flag
game, however, and as one ref.
eree, referring to touch football,
put it, "It takes out the element
of competition." Another referee
felt that flag was no rougher
than touch competition. Still
another explained the possibility
of having both games on campus.
Important Ppints Brought Out
The two main points that the

two games brought out was the
idea of the standstill contact, and
the fact that a flag must be pulled from the runner's belt, allowing unnecessary roughness before
the play ilil dead. In touch, the
play is de!!d immediately after
the runner is tagged with one
band anywhere.
Game More Wide Open
Head referee Cal Guymon, who
hopes to change over to the

OP
BEN'S
AND HAIRSTYLING
FEATURING RAZOR-CUTS

Within Walking Distance of

MESA VISTA, ONATE,
ALVARADO, CORONADO
Across From The Triangle
AMPle FREE PARKING IN REAR

SUZUKI
SPORTCYCLES
c.c.

50

Location: Salt Lake City,
Utah
Enrollment: 1'7,900
Athletic Director: James
"Bud'1 Jack
Stadium: Ute Stadium
(30,000)
Conference: Western
Athletic
Colors: Crimson and White
Coach's Record: 5-5
Offeffnse: "I''
Lettermen Returning: 17
Lettermen Lost: 26

· __ ._Full

TO

500

About Utah

touch version next year, pointed
out that the touch game is more
wide open because everyone is a
receiver. Since there would be
more passing and consequently
less running, the por:;sibility of
injury would be cut down.
Heffington perhaps summed it
up best when he said, "A real
\serious injury would probably
prevent either flag or touch foot.
ball on campu~.''

12 Month-

c.c.

12.000 Mile

MODELS
SOLO
SUZUKI

TODAY

AT
-FOHMEH:t..1" CUSHMAN MOTOR$

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR.. N.E.

PHONE 265-6531

Get Your Picture
In The 1968

MIRAGE
Mon. & Tues. 9 a.m.-4 p.m•
Oct. 3

Oct 4

Thurs. &Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m•
Oct. 5

Accro$5 From Campll$ Central o&

2654669

Oct.6

$1.50

COMPLETE SHRIMP DINNERS 95¢ & up

NEendofSUB
in the Music Room

CHICKEN SPECIALS2 PIECES OF CHICKEN 85¢
3 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.10
4 PIECES OF CHICKEN $1.35 &'up

Men-Coat and Tie
Women Dark Sweater or Blouse

HAMBURGERS
'

and all Popular
Sandwiches

One 2 ·x 3 for you and one for the Mirage
Bring Your White ID

BR~AKFASr

When was the last time you
Be w 0 r ldly.f stalked
the wily ghouti in
darkest Bechuanaland? Or challenged the sheer precipicesof El Diablo, the Devil Mountain? Or congratulated
the nubile Marquesa de Ia Portago after being bested
in a demanding game of treggi? Oh, you stayed horne all
week on account of a touch of the miseries. Well, cheer
up. Try Schlitz. Oh, and stick around the neighborhood.
That way you'll never run out. 'CaUSe ~hen you're out
of Schlitz, Bunky...
you're out of beer.
1

d rtn
• k Schl•tz

ALSO SERVED
C t966 1at. Schlllolfowlfti Co., Mllwau~••• Wit.
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Subscriptions left
For Theater Series
A few subscription tickets to
the T h e 11 t e r Series (six programs) are nllw availa.ble to the
faculty, staff, and students, due
to some ca.ncellations by students.
Those interested should contact
the Concert Ha.ll box office, telephone 277-3121.
· Subscriptions are still available
at the fa.culty/staff rate of $4.
Students and chHdren's tickets
are $3. Single tickets a.re $2 and
$1.

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
• !inQ ad., 66¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions.
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
lions Buildilll!', or telephone :277-4002 or
277·4102,
ROOM&BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN stiU hss some a<:·
c()mmodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swimming pool. laundry facilities, :private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 308 Ash NE. Phone

.

'Jurisprudence of Hop~' Wil!oo ~~K!~ I.!>f~

Th11mas F. Lambert, editor-inchiof of publications of the Amer·
ican Tria.! Lawyers Association,
wm be the next Kiker Lecture
Memorial speaker.
La.mbert will speak ~,m ''The
Jurisprudence of Hope" at 3:30
p.m., Oct. 13 at the UNM Law
School •. He also will address the
New Mexico State Bar Conven•
tion Oct. 19 at Las Cruces on the
.topic, "Common Law is Never
Finished."
Rep. Browu to Spea.k
The Kiker Lectures began
Sept. 22 with a. !lpeech by U.S.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore. The
speaker following Lambert will
be California. C o n g r e s s m an

George E. Brown Jr., who Will
C!havez has · ework with mi·
speak Oct. 23 in Los Alamos and nationally for ht~ s in Ca.lifor
Santa Fe on "The Lessol!s of g~an~. a~.t ~orN~w Mexico als~
Viet Na.m.'' Rep. Brown wdl be Dl~· 18 VlSl 0 r d b the New
in Albuquerque, Oct•. 24 ~ Ad- will. be Cspon~~ :f c:urches, So·
dress the U.N. Day Dmner m the ~e~Ic~ t•ouncC mmittee of the
UNM Student Union Ballroom:
eta
c Ion · ~ ·and the ArchBrown's Albuquerque lecture IS Nb.ewmh ~n I C~nte ~ia.l Action Coun!'presented by the .Albuquex:que
?S op s n rra
chapter of the Umted Na.t1ons ell.
K'
Association. Tickets for the dinIAlctures sp1,msored by the I·
ner and lecture are $3.50 each.
Chavez Tentatively Set
Another speaker tentatively
scheduled for the series on Dec. 2
is Caesar Chavez, 11f Delano,
Calif., director of the service
center for the United Farm Work·
ers Union.

EXICO

and open to the public.
The Beney and Ba.1bara Kiker
Lecture Memorial Trust was established on Dec. 16, 1964, to finance public seminars or research
projects concering government
and the law. Kiker, an out!ltanding youpg attorney, and his wife
were killed in an automobile ac'd t ·1 1964
CI en ,:iniijj~·~jii~pjj
i
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U.'s First Love- n ermed
Good Start by OrganiZers .
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
There is no way to be sure
whether or not UNM's :first Love~
In Sunday was a success Qr a.
failure-simply because there is
no criteria on which to judge a
Love-In,
'I'he organizers of the da.y-long
affair all had different thoughts

'War Game' Could Reform
Hawks Wit:h . Driving Point:

!.

~

'

I

OKIE JOE'S

TOMORROW

AT
MIDNIGHT
"PSYCHEI>ELIC
FILM TRIP #2"

INCLUDING:

"l.S.D. WALL''

THE NOSE"
"YANTRA"

'1

"FILMA"

We Make Your Date $pedal
Want to impress an "extra-special" date?
This is the place .•. your favorite drink
and our pleasant atmosphere, our goodtasting food ctll lend themselves to an
evening of extra-special enjoyment.
'
f

•

"EARLV ABSTRACTIONS"
Plos
"UNTITLED"
TURNOUt
TO
TURN ON

AT

about its success, but generally
agreed that it was, if nothing else,
a good start.
The affair started slowly at
dawn and then picked up momentum through the day a.nd reached
its peak in the late afternoon. At
times there were uy to 1000 people spread over Zimmerman field

Weekend Festivities

243-l!SSl.

Las Campanas

No. 14

'

Message: 'It's Hell'

Gawdamn! Let me out of bere!
ByRON BELL
I want back into our insane
SERVICES
If you've ever had the idea that world! And the first thing I see
'l'YPEWlU'l!ER. Sales & Services, all
a
film
seemed to have a message, leaving the thea.ter-"Love-in •.•
makes. 20 per~cnt discount with this ad.
Free pickuP and delivery. Open until 8
"The War Game1' wastes no bones Zimmerman Field ••."
p,m. on Monday & th11rsda)'. E & E
T)'Pewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
in telling you. If the film doesn't
243-0588.
reform a whole bunch of hawks
FOR SALE
into sweet pacifists th~n a lot of
FOR SALE
FOR SALE : Sllvcrtone Amp with :foot
Las Campanas, the junior wopeople aren't human.
swit.:h-very g<>od
condition,
coot
$170.00-o~criti~e $100,00, Also Huffy 3
"The War Game/' which opens men's honora.ry, began the year's
speed bike-excellent $25.00. Tcl. 277•
today at Don Pa.ncho's Theater, activities by helping with Fresh3123. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
man Orientation. The. girls acted
1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr. 8 cylinder automay not, be entirely friendly to as discussion leaders and helped
matic $365.00. Call 268-4742 1\fter 5
American war policy, but it really seat the freshmen in the Conce:rt
p.m.10/6.
Hall for s11me of their orientation
PLAYBOY M~>gazinc Student Rates now
drives its point home.
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Represep.tatlve. 24'1'·
Peter Watkins is the youthful sessions.
President of Las Campanas,
9082. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
director of this film, which was Dusty Dittberner, reported that·
1U5G RAMBLER Metropolitan, running
originally slated to be a BBC doc• the group's biggest project this
condition. $150. Call after 5 p.m. phone
no. 268-4906. 9/27, 28, 29: 10/2.
umentary but was understandably year will be ushering for all maOLDS Recording Trumpet. Excellent conbanned after its first showing.
jor events in the UNM Concert
dition. WUI sell at half price. After 3 :30
:p.m. call 255-7178, 10/J!, 4, 5, G,
Ball.
Ok, So War Is Hell
Listed
USED U.S. Marine Corps oflicers uni·
Watkins was later exonerated Officers
Other
officers of Las Campan:forms !it 6'10", 170 \bs. Reasonabll!,
when "The War Game" piled up a'S are: Nancy
Good condition. Tues. & Thurs. c.vcninga
Owens, vice-presi265·1318. 9/30: 10/2, 4, 5.
an impressive array of interna.- dent; Lee Tilford,
secretary; Axtional film awards. But how much line Sterchi, treasurer; Shirley
PERSONALS
of this do we have to see? I'm Raper, historian; and Rusty Ba.uPERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
convinced-war js hell , • , but man, editor.
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. I£ we
don't have them, then you don't want
my God, Peter, do you have to
them. Send for samplee and Jist. MA·
For the first time this year
turn a nightmare inside out?
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
Campanas
will have a pin. MemE. CoUax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
There are two basic parts in bers decided on the basic design
FOR RENT
the movie-the events leading up last spring, and a jeweler was
_G_R_EE
__
N_C_A_S-TLE-A:::P:.:,A:.R_,.T-M-E"'N_T,_S-f-or
to a nuclear attack on Great :Bri- commissioned to make the pins.
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/·2 wks.
tain and then the affects of the They are composed of a bar with
LOST
nuclear explosions. One thing Las Campanas inscribed on it and
just goes to show you-nothing a minia.ture bell hanging frllm it.
ill67 CLASS Ring Jod; Sat. Sept. 30 at
or near the Newman Center. Ring hM
can play on the emotions of peo- The girls are eagerly awaiting
N ln center .of ruby atone and initials
ple
more than burned bodies, the arrival of their pins, which
G. S. Reward offered. Phone 87'7-5836.
10/4, 6, 6, 9.
maimed people, and crying chil- are being hand-made of sterling
dren. Without being facetious, as silver.
MISCELLANEOUS
the film pours on the horror the To Select Professors
"DATE Application with an Eligible
effects seem to diminish.
Plans are also getting under
Bachek>r" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00. Royal
The explosion-blinding. The way for several other Campanas'
Enterprizes, Bol< 1502, Santa Fe, N.M.
87501
shock waves destroying every• projects, among which is the sething, The fire ball burning lection of a Professor of the
WANTED:
everything, sucking up the oxy- Month for the months of October
W AlotT to rent a tape r~order for two
gen, suffllcating people. The fall- through May. Anyone having
weeks. Variable speed 5 inch reel. Call
out - killing. Food shortages, · nominations for Professor of the
842•9514, during day. 10/2, 4, 5, 6.
rioting, firing squads, bodies be· Month should submit them to
WANTED: Used weight li!ting set, at
ing burned •.• it's all there.
any Las Campanas member along
least 125 lbs. Call Steve, 255-9162.
with their reasons for the nomination. The other major CampanI
as project is the annual Christmas Songfest, which has tentatively been echeduled"fc.r Sunda.y
Bar & Restaurant
evening, Dec. 1'7, reported Song1720 Centrdl Ave. SE
(aerC>Ss from the University)
fest Chairman Rusty Bauman.
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Homecoming Will Honor
President Tom L. Popejoy

SHOW TIMES
7:00
8:35
10:10

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER.
'"An extraordinary
film:'
-New York Times

'"Extraordinary. I urge
you to see'THE WAR GAME:··
-The New Yorker

A LI'M'LE BIT OF EVEMTHING makes a Love-In complete
and this Bipland High School senipr took the statement literally. Ba- ftowers, long hair, beaded necklace, rings, long gowu
and ftute typify everything UNM's first Love-In Sunday w~
about. The Love-In, which lasted from dawn till du10k, featured
seven. band~ and of course people, mostly being themselves,
Most organiZers felt that if nothing else this first Love-In was
a start.
(Ph!)to by Remheardt)

UNM's 43rd annual Homecom·
ing this weekend will honor retiring President Tom L. Popejoy.
The nineth president of UNM
will retire this June after 46
years of service. Be has been
president since 1947. He will be
honored at a reception from 2:30
to 4 p.m. Frida.y in the Desert
Room.

"Great Moments in History" is
this yea.r's Homecoming theme.
UNM student groups are plan•
ning and beginning to build floats
and displa.ys at the fraternity

· C-ommittee to--Begin Study
Of UNM Adv_isory System
Don't laugh at
Charles Van der Hoff's
bigears.Hecanhear
a party a mile away,
thanks to Sprite.
Social-life majors, take a
look at Charles 'Tan der
Hoff. He can't play the
guitar. Never directed
an underground
movie . And then
look at his ears!
A bit much? Yesl
But--Charles Van
der Hoff can hear
a bottle of tart,
'
titlgling Sprite
being opened in the
girls 1 dormitory , ,
'• '
from across the
campus!
What does it
matter, you say?
Hah l Do you realb>.e
that Charles Van
der Hoff has never
missed a party
in tour years?
When he hears
those bottles
o£ Sprite being uncapped--the roars--the
tizzes.. ·the bubbles--he runs! So before you
say anti-existentialism, he's getting in
on that tart; tingling; slightly tickling taste of
Sprite. And delicious refreshment
--as well as a good time--is his.
or course, you don't have to
halle ears as big as Charles Van
der Hoff's to enjoy the swinging
taste of Sprite. You may
·
just have to resign
yourself to a little
less social life.

SPRITE, SO TART AND
TlNGLING, WE
.
JUST C0ut.DN 1T KEEP
1'1' QUIET.

.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
that they were not made aware
A Student Senate committee will of the variety of services offered
shortly launch a :fact-finding in- by faculty advisors," said Romero.
vestigation of the academic adJ,ack Coordination, Organization
visory system at UNM. The ad
Romero cited lack of coordina.~
hoc committee, approved at last
tion
as the main cause of the
week's meeting of Student Senate,
but added, "This is not
problem
is awaiting the a,ppointment of
necessarily
the fault of the adcommittee members.
. ministration. Students just felt
Senator Ernie Romero, sponsor that the University should proof the bill calling for establish~ vide a better, more concise sysment of the committee, said the tem of advisement," said Romero.
bill "arose from the basic comAnother basic complaint heard
plaints I heard :from students from students was that freshmen
during my campaign for Student entering UNM ;with planned
Senate last spring."
majors were often assigned w
advisors in different departments.
"Never I{ new Advisor"
"Many students had gone An English major with an advisor
through :four or five advisors by in the physics department could
the time they reached a junior not be properly instructed as to
standing and they felt they never the c11ursc of study to be pursued
really got to know one adviso1•,'' for a degree in that field.
Romero said 10 or 12 students
said Romero.
were
interested in this problem
Not every faculty member in and decided
to request the estab·
the College of Arts. and Sciences lishmeut of a study committee.
was assigned advisory duty. This
factor resulted in long lilies on Committee Is Focal P11int
registration dny and forced ad:.
"An ad hoc committee could
visors to spend ~~ minimum serve as a focal point for people
amount of time with each student. interested in this problem and
''Advisors were often advising would enable committee members
three or four students at a time to ask questillns of the admini·
and were not giving adequate ad· stration in an official caepacity!'
vice to individuals. Students felt said Romero.

"A group so organized could
make use of Union facilities and
could comparatively evaluate the
advisory system at UNM l>y comparing it with advisory systems
of colleges and universities across
the country," said Romero.
Romero said that by talking
with department chairmen, administra.tors, and faculty members, a clea.r picture of services
offered to students and the likes
and dislikes of the present system could be obtained.
White Paper Suggested
1'All information so gathered
could be put into the fllrm of a
white paper or list of grievances
from the student body to the administration," said Romero.
"Such .a list of grievances
would be based on factual information so that they could not be
looked at as outlandish, unfounded accusations," he said.
Romero said the committee
would aim to manifest the student
•point of view as professionally as
possible.
"My sponsorship of the advisory bill came in hopes that a
campaign promise and a student
grievance could be realized
through the machinery of student
government," said Romero.

and sorority houses and residence
halls.
Displays Vary
Theme-oriented displays will
include the launching of a satellite, the Boston Tea Party, the
first walk in space, and an up~
dated example of the cballenge1'Give .me liberty or give me
death."
Homecoming festivities will begin with queen elections on Wednesday in the Union. The top ten
ca.ndidates will be announced on
Friday with coronation at 8:15
p.m. in Johnson Gym.
Following the coronation will
be an informal dance on the
Union Mall at 9 !l.m.
Orchestra t!>' Perform
Also on Friday the UNM
Orchestra will present its 1lrst
performance of the season at 8:15
p.m. in the Concert HalL
Judging of Homecoming decorations will begin at 5 p.m. on
Friday with the public tour beginning at 6:30. The tour will
start a.t Girard Place NE.
The "Golden Alumni" breakfast
will start Saturday's activities,
Fifty-year graduates will be honored at the breakfast hosted by
President Popejoy. Serving with
him is Glenn Emmons of the cla.ss
of 1917.
Judging of floats will follow
with the Homecoming parade
starting at 10 a.m. Beginning at
Richmond and Central, the parade
will mllve west along Central to
University, and theJI south to
Lomas where it will end.
Game Begins at 7
The Lobo chuck-wagon dinner
for alumni will be held :from 5:306:30 at the UNM Arena.
The Homecoming game against
Arizona State University will begin at 7 p.m. with the presentation of th Homecoming queen by
President Popejoy at halftime.
The big attraction after the
game will be the concert by Her!>
Alpert and the Tijuana Brass at
University Arena at 9:30 p.m.
Homecoming festivities will
end with the Alumni Homecoming Dance at the Western Skies
Motor Hotel at 10 p.m.
Student chairman of Homecoming is Bill Dolan. Jim Fleming is
alumni cha.irman for the event.

·writer Describes African Ideology
lution and Geo1•ge Washington;
By SAJUH LAlDLAW
yet I have follnd that people in
A:t'l'icun :writers today, who the United States know little Ol'
write in English, arc trying to nothing of Africa," said Mphah·
convey African ideology in Wellt• lele. He went on to acqt~aint the
c~n termiMlogy) Ezekiel M:phuh·
nudience with his homelnnd.
lcle said here Friday night. Mplta.·
lelll1 an African mttive, is nn "Line of Continuity"
"After we had been diallovered
English professor nt the Univet•~
11nd found decent tlnough to get
sit;v of Donvel'.
11lt is (lifficult to find people
into the world, the Westet'ners
well informed nlrottt Aft•ictm sent. miasional'ios to educate 'us
sL:1tca. I reme111bcr lcarliing abonL · liild intt·oducc ug to the long line
Ute Boaton Tlla l'arLy, the Rovo- of continuity."

What does the Africa.n think
that he has entered into this
"tong Utte o:tliQntinuity" of education, tliVilization_ and the world?
"Well," said Mphahele, "we
write imaginative literature and
find it must; be judged br West·
ern tnot•es. Wc grin and bear it."
Mp~ahele said that Africa is
what 1t is todny becnuse of colonilmMon. "Each one," he ''saM of
the European colonizitJg couutries, "left nn indelible mark/'
t).OW

He went on to explain how the
French, English, Portughese and
other Europeans left behind their
languages, morietary units, and
idelologies.
"African writers are writing
about the traditional Afri~an life,
the colonial life, the modern life,
V[E:Sterni~ed li_£e, and, the trl;lditiona! tnbal tif'e. Wr1ters art1cu•
late the difference between tlte
two, and how we can go from t:ne
(Continued on page 6) ,

'

to talte advantage of the unusual
(for New Mexico) happening,
Participants from Everywhere
The participants-those who
stepped onto Zimmerman fieldwere from just about every imag~
inable station in life, They ranged
from the ministry to the hippie
community to the athlete.
Before the Love·In, what exact·
ly was supposed to go on at such
a happening wa.s vague and undefined. After Sunda.y the answer
was simple-people do what ever
they feel like doing.
There was continuous music
from 11 a.m. with seven bands
alternating on the ma.ke-shift
stage, so dancing was one of the
most exhausting activities.
•-~'
Flower Girls Admired
Many chose to ignore the band
a.nd play their own portable record players or plunk out a folk
tune on a guitar. Others prefer•
red to lie in the grass and admire
the flower girls who made up the
biggest part of the gathering.
There were many UNM students at the Love-In, but most
came only to see what was happening and left their flowers well
hidden in dorm rooms.
A big part of the Zimmerman
field crowd was the high school
ldds-particula.rly girls-of the
type that, complete with miniskirts, take over New York City's
:Broadway each Friday night.
Campus Police Observe
The day was free from mai.<lr
incidents 114 the campus police
watched the action from a safe
distance, A hint of the smeii of
marijuana filtered through the
air, and an occasional beer can o1•
bottle of what one flower child
called "fermented water'' could
be seen.
It is ditlicult to categorize all
of the actual participants, for
they all have different descriptive
names for themselves. Some are
simple people, others flower children, and some hippies.
· The most often heard reason
for why people go to a Love-In is,
a.s one said, "I just love people
and want to be where people are
being themselves.'1
"Not Themselves''
But the girl thought for a second after making the statemm'lt
and added, "But alrout '75 per cent
of tbe people .here aren't being
themselves. There are 25 per cent
fakes or weekend hippies here, 25
per cent reporters and photographers, 25 per cent narcs (people who take advantage of bip..
pies); and 26 per cent !})eople--the ones being themselves.''
The two most powerful attrac•
tions at the Love-In were a multitude of brightly colored balloons
and body paints. The hippies came
well prepared with tanks of helium for the batloons and. plenty
of paint and brushes to accommodate anyone who wished to
have the standard flower design
painted on his body.
Beads Mis.ailll'
Bea.ds, designed to provide ~
ter spiritual strength, were conspicous by their absence. One person explained that "beads are
just no longer part of the scene!'
. And, of course, flowers, mostly
artificial, were a must at the happening. Many also felt it was
necessary to bring lrottles of oddly colored ·and sbaped pills. But
most who bad them in their possession would admit tltey were
for . effect and nothing else.
Hookahs or Turkish water pipes
were also very much in evidence,
as were flutes distributed by a
Los Alamos scientist who Mme
d11wn for the newest thing in the

state.
••
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